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Dear media representatives,
On the following pages we would like to give you a feel for
what makes the HUNTER brand so special, what we have
stood for since more than 40 years and which unsurpassed
highlight collections you should not miss.
Let us inspire and enthuse you with new products that our
sympathetic team has put a lot of time and heart and soul
into developing. Our declared aim is to bring joy to people
and animals day after day and to strengthen their deep bond
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A reliable companion since 40 years
Forty years old, but fresher and more innovative
than ever. And yet, we never forget where we
came from. We value tradition, but have a clear
focus on the future. Our heart is our leather
factory in the middle of Germany. That is where
company founder Rolf Trautwein brought
HUNTER to life 40 years ago. Some stages of

the manufacturing process are still carried out by
hand today, as they were then, while the latest
technology helps make others more efficient and
flexible. But one thing hasn’t changed in 40 years:
our commitment to quality and your satisfaction.

Let`s celebrate
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Products that bring real joy!
»As the daughter of a master saddlemaker, a love
of leather is in my blood. I was just five years old
when the company was founded, but I was very
interested in the products from an early age, not
least because I also grew up with dogs. From an
early age, I knew that one day I would work at
HUNTER, because what could be better than
putting all our passion, and an eye for detail, into
making wonderful things for our loved ones?
For our four-legged-friends, who enrich our lives

and give us so much. Working with a beautiful, natural and, above all, sustainable material,
which stirs emotions through its feel and smell
alone, which becomes more expressive with use,
which is long-lasting, robust and repairable, all
at our factory in Bielefeld, fills me with joy each
day. Together with my team, I want to share that
excitement with our customers – and we pursue
that goal with dedication and a lot of enthusiasm.«

Nadine Trautwein
General Manager
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Aalborg Soul
The AALBORG series has become an absolute
star in the HUNTER range. All over the world,
dog owners appreciate the simple beauty of the
designs, the unsurpassed leather quality and the
perfect craftsmanship. With the collar AALBORG SOUL, the training collar AALBORG
with discreetly sewn-in stop ring and the shapely

Easy Step-In harness DIMARO, the AALBORG
family has received a long-awaited extension.
The collars, harnesses and leashes of the series
can be combined individually and complement
each other perfectly. All leather accessories meet
the highest quality standards and are handmade »Made in Germany« since more than 40 years.
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Solid Education
Finally, new members in the SOLID EDUCATION family! Loyal HUNTER fans have long
appreciated the series. The recent relaunch was
accompanied by optimisations such as the use of
an even better leather quality. For the first time,
the product family now also includes a retriever
leash as well as new shapely colours and variants
that make the hearts of design- and trend-savvy
dog owners beat faster. SOLID EDUCATION

is ideal for training and dog sports, but also cuts
a fine figure in everyday life. Thanks to the carefully selected, rich colours it matches every coat
and every outfit. Characteristic are the lovingly
hand-braided elements and the pleasantly soft
leather that is carefully rounded and sewn with
strong thread. Solid quality, for a dog’s lifetime and of course »Made in Germany«.
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Convenience Reflect & Reflect Glow
For pragmatists who care about functionality,
safety and durability. For dog owners who can’t
get enough of fashionable prints and for comfort lovers who don’t want to have to care for a
collar and leash in addition to their »shaggy dog«.
For all those, the luminous CONVENIENCE
REFLECT and CONVENIENCE REFLECT
GLOW series are a reason to cheer. They are
made of a light, hard-wearing plastic composite
that is printed on the outside with either a starry
night sky or a stylish leopard pattern. Water
and dirt have no chance to penetrate the material - dog accessories have never been easier to

clean! The products in the CONVENIENCE
REFLECT series reliably reflect the light from
car headlights and the like. If that’s not enough,
the visually almost indistinguishable »sibling« is
an excellent choice. The collars and leashes called
CONVENIENCE REFLECT GLOW not only
reflect all light sources but even glow in the dark.
This ensures perfect visibility of the four-legged
friend when running free and is particularly gentle on the eyes of the accompanying two-legged
friend. Night owls with a penchant for serenity
will be delighted with this addition to the popular CONVENIENCE series.
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Divo Reflect
If you love DIVO, you’ll be thrilled to no end by
DIVO REFLECT. The range offers the comfort, bright colours and perfect fit of the DIVO
range, but tops it all in terms of »safety thanks to
visibility«. The all-over print in camouflage style
is highly reflective and optimally complements
the effect of the surrounding 3M™ Scotchlite™
Reflective Material. The DIVO series stands for
100 percent feel-good comfort, as the breathable
padding made of soft mesh material virtually
flatters the skin and coat. The design of the collar
scores points with its strain relief - the pressure
is distributed over the entire collar and does not

weigh down on the plastic buckle at specific
points. DIVO REFLECT also offers an excellent
solution for four-legged friends who find wearing
a harness more comfortable. Ergonomic fit and
individual adjustability with minimal weight are
the features with which the modern Y-harness
scores points. Don’t worry, the »other end of
the leash« has also been taken into account: The
reflective elements do not end at the dog but
continue along the entire length of the leash into
the hand loop. DIVO REFLECT - Impressive
luminosity, without a headlamp or torch.
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FC Bayern München
FC Bayern München stands for international
class, top quality and emotionality like hardly
any other club. It unites its loyal fans worldwide
into one big family. Deep down, this connects the
Munich record champion and the modern family-owned company from Bielefeld, who are going
down the same path for the first time with this
eye-catching collection. Both »teams« are proud
of the launch of a consistently coherent collection
of globally successful top sellers. »Mia san mia«
- whether in Bielefeld or Bayern, we make fan

hearts beat faster. FC Bayern München supporters can confidently show the whole world which
sport and which team they love. Whether it’s a
collar, harness or leash, a chic melamine bowl
with a base in the design of the Allianz Arena or a
sporty, light snack bag as a culinary reward after a
hard training session - the robust collection in the
traditional club colours of the record champion
knows how to inspire and gives walks with your
four-legged friend a real kick.

Ceramic bowl Osby
Timeless straight lines and well thought-out functionality characterise the OSBY ceramic bowl.
Four-legged friends enjoy their daily food ration
and fresh water from the pleasantly heavy food or
drinking bowl. The natural colours and the classic
shape with a nobly embossed dog silhouette con-

vey a feeling of originality and durability. Thanks
to the all-round silicone rim on the base and the
relatively high weight, the bowl stands particularly securely and is also gladly accepted by sensitive
dogs. If you are looking for a long-lasting, stable
and easy-care bowl, OSBY is a good choice.
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Rain coat for dogs Milford
Allow me, MILFORD! It resembles the classic
oilskin jacket and is just as practical and functional as the »human version« of the reliable
must-have. Of course, the special needs of fourlegged friends were taken into account in the
design of MILFORD. Elastic straps on the hind
legs ensure that the light coat fits perfectly, even
in strong gusts of wind. Thanks to the ergonomic
fit, the dog’s sensitive neck, back and belly are
perfectly protected without restricting freedom of

movement. Putting it on and taking it off is just
as easy as the intuitive adjustment of the belly
strap and neck collar. Just a few hand movements
and MILFORD is ready for drizzle, heavy rain
and downpours - because sometimes the walk
with your four-legged friend cannot be delayed.
Showing the »muddy weather« the cold snout
and looking uncompromisingly good at the same
time - that doesn’t have to be a contradiction
thanks to MILFORD.
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Sanisibar Morsum
The long-standing friendship between HUNTER
and the iconic lifestyle brand SANSIBAR goes
into the next round. This time, canine fun and
culinary enjoyment are at the top of the list. In
close cooperation, convincing highlights have
been realised that will not only make Nordic
hearts beat faster. The SANSIBAR MORSUM
frisbee whistles audibly through the air and is
then caught by the four-legged friend at exactly the right moment. The animating whistle is
generated by slit-shaped openings in the surface
of the frisbee - this definitely takes exuberant play
sessions to a new level! Thanks to the rubberised
edge, MORSUM is particularly tooth-friendly
and is great fun for medium-sized and large dogs.
The MORSUM snack bag is also sure to put

your dog in a good mood. From now on, the
search for the last crumbly treat in your jacket
pocket is over! The aesthetic »snack depot« made
of food-safe silicone is an all-round clean thing.
Reward morsels won’t fall out accidentally and
their smell won’t get through to the two-legged
table neighbours in the restaurant either. Thanks
to the practical plastic clip, the snack bag can be
attached flexibly to your own clothing. SANSIBAR MORSUM enables dog owners to promptly reward their four-legged friends for desirable
behaviour, such as staying well-behaved at the
table or retrieving the unique frisbee of the same
name. The smart must-haves with the look and
feel of Sansibar are without question a feast for
all the senses!
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Dog toy Skagen
Playing and cuddling with the cute figures of the
SKAGEN series may bring back holiday memories for one or the other four-legged friend - of
idyllic sandy beaches, roaring waves, salty air and
the feeling of freedom. The cuddly companions
are designed for quiet play and noise-sensitive
dogs. A squeaker was therefore deliberately
omitted from the production process.For the sake

of the environment, the SKAGEN toys are made
of 100 percent recycled materials. The filling is
made of recycled polyester, the pleasantly grippy
exterior of starfish, octopus and co. is made of
upcycled wool. This conserves valuable resources
and gives four-legged and two-legged friends
deep joy when playing together or cuddling with
undivided attention.

Upcycled & Recycled

Umwelt
Für unsere

For our environment
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Have we aroused your interest?
You can find more innovative novelties and must-haves for dog
and cat owners in our current general catalogue HUNTER
Vol. XI:
www.hunter.de/en/downloads
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Get in touch!
You would like to publish a feature on HUNTER or
are looking for inspiration for your magazine, blog,
podcast or similar?
We will be happy to support you with appealing
images and detailed information on our entire
assortment.
Feel free to contact us at any time!
Luise Jankowski
luise.jankowski@hunter.de
+49 (0) 521 16399-596
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